
THE          
IMPERIAL
LEAGUE      

nce Taladas counted the Empire of Aurim as the

greatest wonder in all the world. That was before

the terror of the Cataclysm shattered the ancient

kingdom forever. Despite the destruction, the Empire was

not completely cast down and forgotten, however. One of

the farthest outposts of the Empire was the small province

of Styrllia. Although it escaped the worst of the destruct-

ion, it was nevertheless evident to the people that they

could not remain in the unstable mountains of their home.

Under the leadership of Guidan and Kristophus the people

set out on a trek for safer lands. 

      For those who followed Kristophus westward the

journey was far from easy. Apart from the perils of the trail

there was disharmony and dispute among the people. Harsh

discipline was enforced with the rebels given into the custody

of the ‘Loyal Families’ (those loyal to Kristophus) as slaves.

Eventually, however, the people reached a narrow band along

the coast, where the forest gave way to grassy meadows. It is

here that they established the town of Kristophan in the land

of New Styrllia. Although life was hard, the Children of

Aurim flourished. Then the minotaurs arrived. 

     At first the minotaurs were merely raiders, attacking the

relatively defenceless settlements before returning back

across the Western Ocean to their home in the distant lands

of Ansalon. However, one ambitious minotaur named

Eregas The Brutish, saw the opportunity for more than

quick plunder. Backed by his army of mercenaries, Eregas

seized the government of New Styrllia and proclaimed

himself Emperor. A new era had begun. 

     Centuries later, bearing the legacy of the survivors from

the Aurim Empire as well as the legal code of the minotaur

race, the League is today the greatest power, culturally,

politically, and militarily within Southern Hosk. 

THE LANDS OF THE LEAGUE

     Currently, the League consists of five provinces. While

most of New Styrllia and Eragala have been cultivated and

civilised, the remaining three provinces of Okami, Highvale

and the Conquered Lands, have hardly been touched:

New Styrllia: Aside from Kristophan, Glory of the

Empire, New Styrllia is best noted for its wide plains of

farmland. Once the province was thick with rich forests 

– now these have been reduced to small copses. Along the

coast are many small picturesque fishing villages.

      Eragala: Stretching from the rocky cliffs overlooking the

Western Ocean to the swampy plain of the Tiderun, Eragala

is the second most populated province in the Empire. 

      Okami: Covered in thick forests blanketing the rugged

ground, Okami is a vague memory of evil to those who are

descended from the original settlers of New Styrllia. It was

through the dark forests that the wanderers suffered the

greatest hardship and terror.

      Highvale: Forming a border with Armach, Highvale has

seen more than its share of battles. Scattered along its borders

are fortifications of all types. Now, with the Empire more

concerned with Thenol, many of the forts and castles on the

border have been neglected or abandoned. 
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      Conquered Lands: Carved from the remote

wilderness, the Conquered Lands are wild and untamed.

Here, each town and village is a fortress ready to defend

against marauding beasts and raiders from Thenol. Vast

sections of the province, especially away from the rivers,

have yet to be fully mapped.

THE CITIES

      When one speaks of the League, however, one normally

means the Five Great Cities. In the minds of many of the

Emperor’s subjects, the Five Great Cities are the Empire: 

      Kristophan: The capital of the Empire, Kristophan, is

by far the largest of any of the cities. As the League’s

political centre, Kristophan is constantly full of those

trying to peddle or buy political influence and those trying

to sell their goods to those trying to buy influence.

      Trilloman: The sister city to Kristophan and the hub of

trade throughout the Empire, Trilloman is a bustling

cross-section of Taladas. Caravans and wagons never cease

entering its gates, for the city long ago decreed that its

gates should always stand open except in times of war.

      Morgad: Located in Eragala, Morgad is the greatest

seaport in the League, and perhaps in all of Taladas. While

Trilloman is larger, Morgad receives visitors and goods

that even Trilloman does not see.  

      Thera: Also located in Eragala is Thera, the leisure

capital of the Empire. In the summer, the wealthy and

powerful, both humans and minotaurs alike, relax in the

cool forests and shaded paths of the Pleasure City. 

      Vinlans: The only of the Five Great Cities situated in

Highvale, Vinlans is a booming agricultural city. Noted for

its fine crops, wines and grapes in particular, Vinlans is

often regarded as little more than an overgrown village by

the natives of the larger northern cities.

LEAGUE SOCIETY

      Every League citizen – minotaur, man, elf, gnome or

dwarf – has a position that effects his lot in life. First and

foremost comes the Emperor. His family comes only

shortly behind. Next come the Horned Houses, the families

of minotaurs. The minotaurs comprise roughly fifteen

percent of the population of the League.

      Of the humans, the Loyal Families are the highest in

status. Originally, the Loyal Families were those families

who stood by Kristophus during the great trek. But later,

some of these families supported the minotaurs when they

came to Taladas. Because of their actions in support of the

invading minotaurs, to this day the name Loyal Family has a

bitter and hateful connotation for the ordinary people.  After

the Loyal Families come the lesser Auric nobility who have

also managed to retain some of their land and influence.

Next come the common citizens; the journeymen craftsmen,

freehold farmers, frontiersmen, small merchants and trades-

men of the Empire. Last in the order of free citizens come

those who do not work for themselves, and yet are unowned.

     Finally, there come the slaves. Many are descendants of

the Rebel Families who were given into the custody of the

Loyal Families. A few are descended from those noble

families who resisted the minotaur invasion, whilst others

are captives taken from the Empire’s wars of expansion or

peasants who failed in their attempts to rebel against their

horned overlords.

      Despite the uneasy truce that has developed between

humans and the ruling minotaurs, many of the descendants

of the Auric Empire still dream of the day when the minotaur

invaders can be driven from the shores of Taladas so that the

ancient Throne of Aurim may one day be restored.

LEAGUE JUSTICE

      For the minotaurs, and those ruled by them, guiding all

the laws though out the Empire is one overriding principle

– “might makes right”. The strongest is also the one with

the legal right. This, known as the Rule of Might, forms the

core of all law. However, to stop the system of laws

(known as the Emperor’s Code) degenerating into anarchy,

the law has developed two absolute precepts – the laws of

due process and the Arena. The first rule dictates that no

action may be taken without legal sanction. This principle

carefully separates violence done in the name of the law,

and violence that is simple thuggery. To enforce this

distinction between the proper and improper uses of might,

is the use of the Arena. This is the formal courtroom, the

place where all important cases are tried. In most cases the

plaintiff or defendant need not risk their lives. Instead, they

may hire champions to represent them in the Arena.

THE GOVERNMENT

      With all its bizarre collection of races, temperaments,

and attitudes, it is a wonder that the government of the

League functions at all. Naturally, the League is ruled by

an Emperor (Amboeutin XI), in whose name all laws and

edicts are made. Each Emperor is able to trace their

bloodline directly to the founder of the empire, Eregas. The

Emperor’s word is law, yet not even he is all-powerful for

he must work with the approval of the Imperial Senate. 
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